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                   In Focus 
  FLUSHING CAMERA CLUB NEWS 
       In our 49th year & counting. 
       Member: Photographic Federation of Long Island (PFLI)        
 
        “Together in friendship may we learn the art of photography” 

Visitors always welcome. 

From the Editor’s Desk:  Years ago before we went crazy 

for digital and most of us shot film or slides we mostly had an 

option of buying either a 24 or 36 exposure roll of film.  

When we were shooting we gave much thought before 

pressing the shutter since each image was precious.  With the 

roll completed it was sent off to be processed if we didn't do 

the developing ourselves. Then the anticipation.  I used to say 

“ they are all 9’s until we got them back”.  Then the reality 

and many of us agreed that we considered ourselves fortunate 

if we had one good competition image in a roll.  So if you are 

now taking dozens of images digitally and not seeing all 

winners do not be discouraged.   “photoJoe” Crupi                                                               

1st—Competition  #8  Judge: Mark Josloff 

15th—Program: John Brokos “Wonders of Nature”                          

29th –Program: Chris Moore “Focus Stacking”           

4th—Competition  #7  Judge:  John Bruno                                                                         

18th –Program– Mike DiRenzo “About Judging Competition” 

We are planning a field trip to Maine June 8th to the 13th.                               

Details will be sent to your email and discussed at our meetings. 

https://search.aol.com/aol/image;_ylt=AwrJ61ZsMz5c8L4AI1VpCWVH;_ylu=X3oDMTByMDgyYjJiBGNvbG8DYmYxBHBvcwMyBHZ0aWQDBHNlYwNzYw--?p=march&fr=webmail-searchbox&th=116.3&tw=166.6&imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fidealtraits.com%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2015%2F02%2Fmarch-201


Where photographers dare!     Photo and story by Bill McLernon                                                                                                                 

   Andy Silver gave a fabulous presentation on February 19. The 

subject was how to photograph the American Bald Eagle at the 

Conowingo Dam at Darlington, Maryland.                                            

Andy put together a video presentation from soup to nuts on what to do 

and what not to do to capture the American Bald Eagle in its natural 

habitat. He also explained the various pitfalls that might be encountered 

while trying to capture that special image of our United States National 

animal.                                                                                                                                

Andy explained that the drive from Queens to the Conowingo Dam is 

approximately three hours nonstop. He made two journeys to the dam to 

capture these fascinating animals in the past. 

The last trip, Andy left Queens at 2:00 AM and arrived early at the dam to set up his tripod, cameras and director’s 

chair. When he arrived he set up a bit down river for early morning shots to avoid sunrise glare. There is a small 

island between both sides of the river banks where the eagles and various birds tend to nest and gather. They then 

fly across the river to scan the running waters for the catch of the day. He advised us where and how to get some of 

the best shots during the day. He suggested working your way toward the dam during the day for your best shots 

depending on the sun position and weather. Andy also suggested how to avoid shooting various backgrounds, such 

as the electrical wires and trees in your images.                                                                                                                                                                               

He stated that there are many photographers stationed closest to the generator portion of the dam since the 

waters turn-up bait fish for the eagles. This is the area where the eagles swoop in for a easy meal for themselves 

and their young back at the nest. Andy warned us about various water hazards especially If you take a ‘trip ‘ down 

the rocks near the river bank.                                                                                                                                                                       

Also, parking is tough if you arrive late. Parking is best on the west side of the dam. You should bring your own food 

as you just might miss that special shot if you leave your post to find sustenance in the area.                                                   

William J. McLernon III  

DPA  Lucy Pearce                        The Pollinator                       20 

 DPA  Conrad Tinney                   Darkness                               21 

 DPA  Terry Chen                         Speeding boat                       21 

 DPA  Bernard Huang                 bite your leg                           21 

 DPA  Sherre Lin                         baby skimmer  learnfishing  22 

 DPA  Matsuyama Tsunemasa  Flower Core                            22 

 DPA  Tony Coppeta                    Broadway Reflections           22 

 DPA  Tom Mrwik                        Jay on the Wing                     22 

 DPA  Barbara Shea                   Black Eye Suzie                     22 

 DPA  Martin Fleischer               A Capital Idea                        22 

 DPA  Helen Repstad                  spoonbill 1529 1                 23 

 DPA  Andrew Silver                    7169                                     23 

 CRE  Joe Macaluso                Visitor                                     21 

 CRE  Helen Repstad              window 00162                       21 

 CRE  Bernie Gellman             Light-012220-Image3           22    

 CRE  Roy Woelfel                    Speed                                     22 

 CRE  Tony Sicilliano               My Heads Exploding              23 

 CRE  Bill Mclernon                 American Modern                 24 

DPB  Uris Mckay                  Family                              20 

 DPB  Frederick Mark           All in a row                       21 

 DPB  S Jackson                   Sketch and Color             21 

 DPB  Georgina Eng              Italian Wing                     21 

 DPB  Sheila Golden             The Red Carpet               22 

 DPB  Roy Woelfel                 Bird 2412                        22 

 DPB  Joe Macaluso              Lucky Duck                     22 

 DPB  Louise Destefano        Air Drying                        22 

 DPB  David Alaiano               Via Dozza                        23 

 DPB  Bernie Gellman            bug_edit_3                     23 

 DPB  Edward xu                     owl                                  23 

 DPB  Tony Sicilliano             The Road Less Traveled  24 

 DPB  Bill Mclernon               BW-Straw Hat n Model T 24 
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Judge: 

Joe Macaluso 12  22 

Frederick Mark 12  14 

Sheila Golden  9  10.5 

Norman Eng 7  6 

David Aliono 2  4 

Roy Woelfel 12 28 

Tony Siciliano 12 27.5 

Bernie Gellman 12 26 

Matsuyarma Tsunemasa 11 26 

Bill McLernon 12 24 

Edward Xu 12 23.5 

Louise DeStefano 12 23.5 

Sharon Jackson 10 19.5 

Uris McKay 6 8.5 

John Baratta 4 7.5 

Georgina Eng 4 7 

Archie Reyes 2 2.5 

 

 

Sheree Lin  12 30 

Helen Repstad   12 27.5 

Barbara Shea  12 27 

Bernard Huang  12 27 

Terry Chen  10 27 

Andrew Silver  10 26 

Tony Coppeta        12 25 

Lucy Pearce  12 25 

Martin Freischer  12 23 

Dennis Golin  10 19.5 

Conrad Tinney  8 17.5 

Henry Szczepanski  6 11 

Tom Mrwik  2 5 

B Group 

A Group 

Salon Grooup 

Tony Siciliano  6 15 

Bill McLernon  6 11 

Joe Macaluso  6 10.5 

Bernie Gellman  4 9.5 

Dennis Golin      5 8 

Roy Woelfel  6 8 

Edward Xu  5 6 

Helen Repstad  2 5 

Tony Coppeta   2 4 

Sharon Jackson  1 1 

Creative 
Tony Siciliano 6 14 

Edward Xu 5 13 

Bill McLernon 6 13 

Joe Macaluso 6 11 

Dennis Golin 5 10 

Helen Repstad 4 9.5 

Roy Woelfel 6 9 

Tony Coppeta  5 9 

Martin Fleischer 6 8 

Conrad Tinney 2 6.5 

Andrew Silver 2 4.5 

Bernie Gellman 1 1.5 

 B&W 

It has been a tradition for many FCC members to attend the 3 day 
total photography experience in Amherst College presented by the 
New England Camera Club Council each year.                                                    
This year from July 17 to 19th the conference celebrates 75 years 
of catering to photographers of all skill levels.                                      
For those who have never attended the event has numerous 
opportunities for anything photography.  There are classes in 
various photography subjects, presentations on various 
photography locations and tips, techniques, models to shoot as 
well as other subjects and vendors of tours and equipment 
testing.  Get ready to fill a note pad and your flash cards as well 
as your knowledge of photography.  Check the web site for more.   
http://necccphotoconference.org/  

http://necccphotoconference.org/


BW-Straw Hat n Model T     Bill McLernon  

A Group    The Road Less Traveled    Tony Sicilliano  

B Group        All in a row        Frederick Mark  

Creative     American Modern      Bill McLernon  

Salon Group     The Pollinator      Lucy Pearce  

Reminder: The selected subject for the 
May competition is “Night Photography”.   



Our memory cards are absolutely essential to our photography, and should anything happen to one, we run the risk of 

losing valuable memories. Yet the average photographer tends to treat memory cards in a pretty cavalier manner, taking for 

granted that they will simply keep on working and safely storing images. Fortunately in most cases they do simply keep 

working. However, file corruption is always a possibility. I have memories of setting out on a four-day hike away from 

civilization, and on day one a friend’s only memory card failed.                                                                                                                 

Of course, there are a number steps we can take to look after our memory cards better. Some photographers might debate 

about the necessity of these steps, but I just take a practical view – they’re my memory cards and I’ll do all I can to look 

after them. And it’s really easy!                                                                                                                                                                                         

1) Format your new card.  Before using your new card it’s necessary to format it in your camera first. This step is essentially 

a technological handshake between your card and your camera. It helps make sure that each one understands the other 

perfectly when setting up the file systems on the card.                                                                                                                                                             

2) Format instead of erasing.   Erasing individual images on the fly in your camera is not a good idea. It’s possible to mix up 

the file system on your card and make it less efficient. It’s also much better to delete photos on your computer after you 

have downloaded them. That way you can really see what you’re about to erase. You might accidentally delete a gem if your 

only view of the file is on the small camera display. Once you have downloaded the files, format instead of erasing. Erasing 

could actually leave remnants of electronic debris on your card                                                                                                                                                                            

3) Different camera? Format your card.   Once again formatting is important to do – in this case, before using it in other 

cameras. Using a partly filled card in a different camera may mix up the file systems                                                                                                        

4) Don’t fill your card 100%.    You especially don’t want to ‘overshoot’ as your card will struggle to find space and writing 

efficiency may drop.                                                                                                                                                                                        

5) Give your camera time.   Your camera writes files to a buffer before transferring them to your card. If you’ve just shot a 

lot of images on ‘continuous’ this may take a slightly longer time than normal. Don’t whip out your card too soon if you’re in 

a hurry.                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

6) Use the ‘safely remove’ method.   Just as with removing your card from your camera, make sure that files you’re 

downloading have finished transferring before removing your card or turning off your computer. Using the ‘safely remove’ 

method is really a good practice!                                                                                                                                                                                           

7) Use a card reader.   It’s best not to download files directly from your camera to your computer, but rather to use a good 

card reader. It’s much faster and you know that your camera will not run out of power mid-transfer.                                                                                        

Do remember to keep an eye on your battery charge level. The vagaries of life can mean that the shot of a lifetime is 

transferring just as your battery dies.                                                                                                                                                                                                              

8) Check for success.  Before you format your card make certain that the file transfer has actually taken place successfully 

by checking the files. It’s not uncommon for some glitch to cause a problem and interfere with the transfer.                                                 

9) Use more than one card. Unless you are shooting video it’s actually a good idea to use a few smaller capacity cards 

rather than one large capacity one. This means that you will not have all your eggs in one basket in the case of malfunction 

or theft.                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

10) Use a card case.   It’s good to keep the card contact clean by keeping it in a protective case. Without this it may pick up 

scraps of lint from your shirt pocket.                                                                                                                                                                                                         

11) Make a back up copy.   As a final thought, your downloaded files should be in two different locations before you format 

your memory card. Having just one copy with no back up copy is really playing with fire. Remember there are only two types 

of people – those who have had hard drive failure and those who are going to have hard drive failure!                                                  

About the Author:  Roger Lee is a Johannesburg-based photographic trainer and cruise ship Photographic Workshop Host. 

He runs a “Enjoy Your Camera” course and has eBooks for people who don’t want to drown in detail just take good images 

at www.camerabasics.net.                       Go to full article: Memory Card Handling Tips for Photographers  

from                                              Memory Card Handling Tips for Photographers  

You mentioned formatting a media card in the camera. Is it true that formatting a card on your computer 

could make it so the card is not usable by your camera?                                                                                               

Tim's Quick Answer: Not exactly. If you use the wrong file system when formatting a media card, the camera 

might not be able to read from or write to that card. However, if you then format the card in the camera, 

you'll be back to being able to use that card again.                                                                                                                                                                             

This does not mean, however, that you couldn't format the media card using your computer. You would just 

need to be sure to use a file system supported by your digital camera                                                                                     

To me it seems a whole lot easier to format your media cards in the camera, rather than on the computer. 

The card will eventually need to be put back into the camera anyway, and when you format using the camera 

you'll know the file system on the card will be supported by the camera. 

http://www.camerabasics.net
https://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/memory-card-handling-tips-for-photographers/
https://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/memory-card-handling-tips-for-photographers/


Shoot great waterfall photos by using a slow shutter speed 

From the internet site : www.digitalcameraworld.com 

Waterfalls are one of the most satisfying subjects you can shoot with 

your camera. However, the fast-moving water throws up some 

challenges for photographers.                                                                                                                       

Often, people’s exposures end up being disappointing – they set the 

wrong shutter speed, so don’t get the traditional blurred-water effect. 

And sometimes the exposure ends up being too dark or light, due to 

having to cope with the combination of dark rocks and bright, foamy 

water.                                                                                                                    

One of the biggest attractions of waterfalls, rocky rapids and babbling 

brooks is that you don’t need a sunny day to photograph them. In fact, 

one of the best photography tips is to shoot on an overcast day, as it 

enables you to use longer shutter speeds and reduces the contrast 

that’s likely to make getting a decently balanced exposure near 

impossible.                                                                                                         

Even on dull days, the shutter speed that you can achieve with your 

camera might not be long enough. So, for the best shots, you might 

need to invest in a filter that’s capable of reducing the amount of light 

entering the lens. These ND (neutral density) filters come in a range of 

strengths, and can be used for a wide variety of slow shutter speed 

effects.  

Making sure that your shots aren’t blown out, however, is probably the most important thing to look out for. If the moving 

water is blown out and lacks texture, the shot is effectively ruined. Fortunately, your camera's histogram should save any 

heartache here.                                                                                                                                                                                           

This graph-like display might look rather scary, but you need to make it your friend. It really can save you from exposure 

disasters, and help maximize the detail that you can get from your camera's sensor.                                                                                

Sunny weather is a disaster when you’re shooting waterfalls. The bright light means fast shutter speeds, when you really 

need slow ones for this effect. Even more importantly, a bright day means a high-contrast scene, with white areas that are 

in direct sunlight and shadows that are in complete darkness.                                                                                                                                                                

Overcast, grey conditions are best, but you also need to look at the weather for other reasons. In dry spells, waterfalls can 

turn into trickles. You need them to be in spate, a day or so after heavy rain, so that there’s plenty of water to shoot. Check 

locations and weather reports on the internet before you leave home.                                                                                                       

We need to set a slow, or very slow, shutter speed in order to turn the flowing water into a frothy, milky foam in our shots. 

The first setting to sort out on your camera is the ISO. Turn this to its lowest sensitivity, which will be around 100 or 200. 

Even in dull weather, bright highlights can be a problem with waterfall exposure. To give yourself the most leeway when 

editing, make sure you're shooting RAW files. Then, so you can set the longest shutter speed available, switch the 

exposure mode to A (Aperture Priority).                                                                                                                                                            

A tripod is essential with slow shutter speeds. A model that enables you to splay out the legs independently is best for 

working on uneven, rocky terrain. When shooting with a tripod, a cable release or remote control is also useful so that you 

don’t jog the setup at every exposure                                                                                                                                                                                        

Select the narrowest aperture that the lens allows – f/22 is a great starting point. With this set up, half-press the shutter 

button and look at the shutter speed that the camera displays. A value of 1/4 second is good for fast, flowing water, 

whereas 20 seconds is good for babbling brooks.                                                                                                                                                      

If the conditions won’t give you a long enough shutter speed, put an ND filter in front of the lens to block out some light. An 

ND8 or three-stop neutral density filter cuts 87.5% of the light. An ND64 or six-stop cuts 98%. Alternatively, use a polarizer 

to cut out up to 75%.                                                                                                                                                                              

Check the histogram; if the shot is too bright, with burnt-out water, set the exposure compensation to about -1EV and 

retest. If it’s too dark, without bright highlights, reshoot with exposure compensation set to +1EV.  

I had used many of these techniques in making the image above and to me it proved very successful.  BTW I was fortunate 
to visit this Vermont falls on a dismal drizzly day.   photoJoe 

Image by “photoJoe” Crupi 



Getting hooked on travel photography is kind of like the chicken or egg 

debate. Which comes first?                                                                                 

a - The desire to travel which in turn motivates you to make photos when 

you arrive so you can document your experiences and you then get 

hooked on photography????                                                                                  

b - Are you already involved in photography which encourages you to 

travel to a certain location so you can place the emphasis on coming 

back with great images?                                                                                             

For whatever the reason, the two go hand in hand.   

  A favorite subject of many photographers when they travel is people.  

Whether it’s a family member, travel companion, or the native people of 

the area, capturing a good image allows you to relive your experiences in a 

positive way. Many options await the eager travel photographer with 

regards to photographing people. Tightly cropped portraits, wide angle 

environmental shots, small or large groups, candids, posed formal shots, 

you get the idea. Use these options to create diversity in the images you 

bring home to share in a digital projection show or create your own travel 

log in a book.                                                                                                              

Apply the same rules to your people images as you do to the wildlife 

subjects you capture. Use a long lens and narrow the depth of field so 

the subject pops off the page. Use a wide open aperture. Make sure 

the light is even. Look for expressive eyes as the eyes are the gateway 

to the soul. Experiment using techniques you learned in your wildlife 

photography and apply them to your portraits. In the two images that 

appear in this week’s Tip, I applied the above concepts.  

Travel Shots: The People  

To learn more about this subject, join me on one of my photo tours or safaris. Please visit www.russburdenphotography.com 

to get more information.  

      Anyone interested in a B&W competition sponsored by Black & White Magazine?                                         
Click on the link or copy and paste it.  https://www.bandwmag.com/contest-info/21                                                    
There is an entry fee.  Submissions must be in by June 30th.                                                             
We would love to have an FCC member be a winner. 

Stay focused! 

http://www.russburdenphotography.com
https://www.bandwmag.com/contest-info/21

